
Re: Norfolk Vanguard Offshore Windfarm Order 2020 

Your ref: EN010079 & EN010087 

18 May 2021 

Sirs 

In response to the High Courts decision to quash the Norfolk Vanguard Offshore Windfarm Order 

2020 and your request for further information on how the residents of Necton consider Vattenfall’s 

application to install the two massive substations on land to the east of the village on the highest 

point in the Parish. 

As a resident of Ivy Todd living within 1km of the proposed site and after listening to my neighbours 

comments, our views are as follows: 

1) I, plus many of the residents living along  considered the original consultation 

inadequate in so many ways we doubt the procedure proposed will adequately cover the 

issues concerning us as it is so similar to the original flawed procedure. 

2) There should be no doubt that the cumulative visual impact of the two substations 

complete with the required high level lighting will be so substantial in this rural location that 

any measures to mitigate their impact without considering both stations together would be 

meaningless.  

3) At the first enquiry Vattenfall was dismissive when alternative less prominent sites were 

offered as were the recommendations that the site be lowered 3 meters by excavation 

and the resulting soil be used to construct a bund of sufficient width for trees of an eventual 

height to screen 50% of these structures height can survive and thrive. These measures were 

dismissed when it was only the Vanguard buildings considered but doubled in size with the 

inclusion of Boreas these mitigation measures must be considered again as cost alone must 

not be the sole criteria. 

Having spoken to my neighbours about this unwelcome development the consensus is that while 

most are firmly in favour of alternative energy, especially offshore wind we consider this vulnerable 

onshore substation will become a white elephant following the inevitable offshore ring mains 

construction. 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Phil Hayton (Chair Westcotec Employee Trust & Necton Area Trust). 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Phil Hayton (Chair Westcotec Employee Trust & Necton Area Trust). MD RTEM Ltd, Director. Montec Systems Ltd. Director, Qwest Norfolk 

Ltd.  




